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Abstract: Images from the Stan Abele Special Collection. Stan was a Navy pilot in the Second World War who survived the attack on the USS Bunker Hill.
Physical Description: 63 Tiff Digitized Files from loaned images.
Biographical / Historical
Images from the Stan Abele Special Collection. Stan was a Navy pilot in the Second World War who survived the attack on the USS Bunker Hill.
Conditions Governing Access
The images have been placed on Flickr and are available for public viewing. Restrictions apply for publication.
Immediate Source of Acquisition
These images were loaned to the Museum for digitization.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
USS Bunker Hill (CV-17)
Bombing Squadron 84 (VB-84)
Bombing Squadron 303 (VB-303)
Abele, Stan

Series I: Digital Files
Physical Description: 63 Tiff Digitized Files from loaned images, showing USS Bunker Hill and other aviation related images from Abele's life.